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In re Gault was the Supreme Court's initial foray into what Mr. Justice Fortas called "a peculiar system for juveniles, unknown to our law in any comparable context"—the juvenile courts. With becoming modesty, the Court limited its inquiry to one portion of juvenile proceedings, the adjudicatory stage, and passed on only certain aspects of that stage. Starting with the undisputed proposition that the due process clause has "a role to play" in evaluating the juvenile justice system, the Court saw the problem as one of ascertaining the "precise impact" of that requirement on the trial of delinquency cases.

Surely, no one doubts that the Gault decision was "constitutional" in nature. And Mr. Stapleton would be the first to point out that the Court could not have rendered a "sociological" decision—if, indeed, such an animal exists. On the other hand, the Court did take account of certain social science materials in determining the "precise impact" of the due process clause on delinquency cases. And the importance of these materials and, correlatively, of the way in which they were evaluated, depends, in large part, on the exact principle upon which the Court based its decision.
For example, if the majority opinion rested on a political judgement that any person, adult or child, is entitled to a particular set of procedures (presumably those required in criminal prosecutions) whenever official deprivation of liberty is threatened, then the social science evidence discussed in Gault has little real significance. Consequently, Mr. Stapleton’s objections to the way in which this evidence was evaluated have only academic interest; the Court’s decision would have been the same whatever the actual performance of the juvenile courts. And his proposed scheme for evaluating the juvenile justice system would be pointless, as well as almost certainly impermissible.

However, no such political principle has yet been adopted by Gault or, for that matter, any other Supreme Court decision. The panoply of criminal protections is not required in many circumstances which may result in deprivation of liberty: for example, commitment proceedings on account of alleged mental disability,7 civil contempt proceedings8 and proceedings in which the threatened deprivation is not considered “serious.”9

A narrower version of this same approach holds that, since the consequences of adjudication of delinquency and commitment to a state institution cannot meaningfully be distinguished from those of conviction and of imprisonment in the criminal process, the same body of protections should apply in each. In this view, social science information might be valuable on the question of similarity or identity of consequences. Once those consequences were ascertained and characterized, however, it would seem that social science would have little to contribute—at least as far as adjudicative procedures are concerned. The various aspects of adversarial criminal trials would be carried over, in gross, to delinquency proceedings.

While there is language in Gault which may lend support to such a reading, the conclusion that juvenile adjudication hearings are to be little criminal trials is not warranted by the decision as a whole.10 In the first place, the majority concluded its rather broad discussion of the due process clause with this qualification:

"'We do not mean . . . to indicate that the hearing to be held must conform with all of the requirements of a criminal trial or even of the usual administrative hearing; but we do hold that the hearing must measure up to the essentials of due process and fair treatment.'"11

Indeed, it expressly reserved the issues concerning the use of hearsay evidence,12 the correct standard of proof,13 the right to a transcript14 and the right to appeal from an adverse finding.15 Moreover, the majority explicitly rested its decision on considerations of due process rather than on the equal protection analysis offered by Mr. Justice Black.16
These factors, combined with the recognition that the juvenile justice system has some unique and advantageous characteristics, suggest that, under *Gault*, criminal prosecutions should provide a *point of reference* rather than a *model* for delinquency proceedings. Such a reading falls somewhere between Mr. Justice Black's equal protection argument and the strict due process approach of Mr. Justice Harlan, who would have the Court,

"...determine what forms of procedural protections are necessary to guarantee the fundamental fairness of juvenile proceedings, and not which of the procedures now employed in criminal trials should be transplanted intact to proceedings in these specialized courts." 17 (emphasis added)

The approach that the Court adopted in *Gault* and continued in *In re Winship*, 18 then, is a species of what has been called (perhaps metaphorically) "selective incorporation." 19 Certain aspects of criminal procedure are necessary to achieve accuracy, fairness and perhaps parity with the adult defendant. But others, at least in theory, must be held wholly or partially inappropriate to the peculiar requirements of the forum. 20 (A case can be made, certainly, for Mr. Justice Harlan's view, not only on grounds of constitutional analysis but also on the ground that the criminal system is not so thoroughly satisfactory that it should be imposed by segments, warts and all, on the juvenile courts. This is not, however, the occasion for making that argument.)

It appears that extending certain criminal due process safeguards to the juvenile defendant does not imply that the juvenile courts should be transformed into "little criminal courts"—even during the adjudicatory hearings. Mr. Stapleton's point, I take it, proceeds from the analogous proposition that providing the right to counsel does not necessarily imply that attorneys in the juvenile courts should act as "little criminal lawyers." Certainly, there is a considerable body of ambiguous writing on the function of counsel in juvenile cases, 21 and the confusion it engenders is not relieved by the *Canons of Professional Ethics*. Not only may the usefulness of the *Canons* depend on an original decision as to the nature of the proceedings, but identifying the client's "interests" in juvenile cases may pose substantial difficulties. 22 Moreover, there are some areas of the law—such as matrimonial 23 and tax 24 law—in which counsel is said to owe a special duty to the court or to society. Arguably, the same concern for societal interests may be required of a juvenile court attorney.

This reading of *Gault* clarifies Mr. Stapleton's thesis and the relevance of social science materials to the decision: if the attorney's role in juvenile cases has not already been defined by a political judgment of the sort reached in criminal prosecutions or by current rules of professional conduct, information relating to the social and professional consequences of role section may be considered. 25 It is in this light, as Mr. Stapleton notes in some detail, that the Supreme Court used social science data in considering the consequences of traditional juvenile court practice and, to some degree, the institutional results its decision might occasion. But his point is that the Court's evaluation of this material was questionable in some respects and that a more systematic and careful analysis is desirable. Not at all coincidentally, he proposes a method for such an analysis.

As I understand it, Mr. Stapleton's idea is to divide delinquency cases of the sort under investigation into three groups. These groups are defined in terms of the attorney's role when the client has admitted involvement in the alleged offense. In one third of the cases, the accused may resist prosecution by the use of adversarial defense tactics. In another third, the lawyer is enjoined to admit the child's complicity. At this point, the attorney may develop a dispositional scheme with an evaluation team (or teams) and present it to the court. If the desired dispositional scheme is not available, the lawyer may and should take steps before the court, or the legislature if necessary, to secure it for his client. In the last group, the lawyer plays no active role after entering an admission.

The first of these schemes is consistent with the adversarial defense posture contemplated by the criminal process. The last is not unknown in traditional juvenile court practice. Taken with the second proposition, however, they suggest a new and challenging approach.
Despite the promise of Mr. Stapleton’s proposition—and even accepting the reading of Gault set out above—lawyers (including myself) will have substantial reservations about joining the “experimenting society,” at least in this context. Its major justification lies, of course, in the fact that it provides a design for assessing with some rigor the benefits of various approaches to juvenile delinquency. At the same time, it is perfectly clear that securing socially useful information, however desirable, is limited by other norms and, further, that there are instances in which ideological or ethical norms control empirical ones. To take only one example, it may be important to know the exact tolerance of human bodies for cold. Surely the best way to determine this level is by freezing human bodies in carefully controlled stages, until the limit is reached in enough cases to permit one to draw a conclusion. Hopefully, it is clear that an experiment of this sort is forbidden by norms defining the place of the individual in society.

Before endorsing Mr. Stapleton’s plan, then, one must first be satisfied that no supervening value prohibits its implementation. It should be immediately apparent that a simple but very important proposition underlies the experimental program: it necessarily denies the admittedly guilty child any right to resist societal intervention. One can hardly claim something as a right if its availability depends solely on random assignment rather than on something which inhere in the relationship of the person to the state.

Much turns, therefore, on whether an admittedly guilty child can be said to have the right to resist official sanction despite his conceded culpability. Adapting the Gault approach, one might ask whether denying this right would be acceptable if the subject were an adult being tried in the criminal courts. The answer almost surely would be negative. The adversarial assumptions underlying the criminal justice system apparently permit the adult to resist official intervention even if the state staffs an institution with the appropriate experts and gives it a rehabilitative orientation.

Mr. Stapleton’s proposal obviously places considerable strain on an analysis-by-comparison of this sort. The criminal process assumes a diversity of interests between the state and the accused. This assumption is reflected in the idea that a “not guilty” plea does not necessarily serve a truth-telling function but says only that the defendant is asserting his right to freedom until his guilt has been proved beyond a reasonable doubt—by lawful evidence and according to proper procedures. Of course, denial of this assumption has always been central to juvenile court philosophy and practice. Traditional juvenile court theory neither presumes nor recognizes an essential conflict between the interests of the state and those of the child. Nor did Gault address this point directly. To be sure, the Court did make clear that neither the doctrine of parens patriae nor “civil” rather than “criminal” characterization of the proceedings justifies the denial of those procedures necessary to fairness in the hearing of delinquency cases. Moreover, it can hardly be disputed that, to the extent that these rights are invoked, delinquency hearings will be more “adversarial” than before. However, it does not necessarily follow that providing procedures designed to ensure accuracy in fact-finding, where the consequences of error are so great, implies a right to insist on such procedures where no real issue of fact exists—or, rather, where the existence of an issue of fact arises solely because a party is entitled to demand proof without having himself to deny the facts to be proved.

There is, however, one feature of the Gault decision which may be read as indicating that delinquency cases are henceforth to be viewed as adversarial in the criminal sense. Mr. Justice Fortas, in discussing the applicability of the privilege against self-incrimination, takes some care to point out that the thrust of the privilege goes beyond concern for the accuracy of confessions, and that,

“One of its purposes is to prevent the State, whether by force or by psychological domination, from overcoming the mind and will of the person under investigation and depriving him of the freedom to decide whether to assist the State in securing his conviction.” (emphasis added)

Since this privilege applies as much to delinquency cases as to criminal prosecutions, it would seem to follow that the child has, as part of the freedom to decide whether to assist the state in securing his conviction, the option to sit back and force the state to its proof.

It may be responded that the foregoing amounts to weaving a garment from a single thread—a thread that should not have been available in the first place. Perhaps there is some justification for such an objection, perhaps not. On the one hand, inadvertence in Supreme Court opinions, while not unknown, is not lightly to be assumed. On the other hand, it would seem curious that resolution of so important an issue—one which not only
affects the basic character of delinquency matters but carries obvious significance for other areas as well—should be accomplished en passant, as it were. For the moment, it’s enough to say that the principle that an accused should be allowed to put the state to its proof should be explicitly established as a general proposition before the criminal justice system can serve as a useful reference point for the juvenile courts. The tendency to forget that procedures follow rather than dictate norms should be resisted vigorously.

It need hardly be added that the weakness of argument-by-comparison also extends to the observation that for some legal purposes, children may be subjected to special regulation. The political distance between the state and any individual varies according to, among other things, the nature and extent of official intervention. The important question is whether for purposes of this kind of action children can be wholly denied the right to oppose the state, at least where they have admitted guilt to counsel.

There is not enough space here to fully develop the fundamental question raised by Mr. Stapleton’s thesis, and it would be presumptuous to attempt a brief answer. In any event, it is not necessary to do so in order to conclude that his experiment is not now permissible. Such investigations must be consistent with fundamental political propositions which may or may not have been authoritatively established in the juvenile court area—surely they have not yet been well considered. Consistency cannot be supplied after experimentation has been concluded; to the extent that an adjustment of the boundary between individual and state is involved, that adjustment must be recognized and its propriety determined on its own merits.
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